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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which task can you accomplish by using Organizational Units?
A. Create a secondary Active Directory
B. Apply shared folder permissions to users
C. Logically represent a hierarchical structure of your company
D. Place different domains in a centralized manageable
environment
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
An engineer is designing a Multichassis EtherChannel topology
in which two switches must appear as a single device to a third
downstream switch? Which two technologies meet this

requirement? (Choose two.)
A. vPC
B. VSS
C. HSRP
D. FEX
E. 802.1q
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 3
To which objects do you assign the elements of the cost
component split to ensure the transfer of costing to
costing-based CO-PA?
A. G/L accounts
B. Segments
C. Controling Area
D. Value fields
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
You have three devices enrolled in Microsoft Intune as shown in
the following table.
The device compliance policies in Intune are configured as
shown in the following table.
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the
statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
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